Wayne Lewis, a Victorian farmer with a mid level spinal cord injury continues to operate his cattle, sheep and cropping enterprise with the use of modifications to his ute, machinery and house.

Transferring onto the quad can become tiring particularly if there is direct lift from the wheelchair onto the seat of the quad. Wayne has overcome this by building a transfer seat onto the foot plate of his Honda quad. Wayne transfers from the chair onto the transfer seat and then is able to lift himself onto the seat of the quad.

Additionally Wayne has made a padded back rest and bolted it onto the rear loading tray of the quad.

For more information contact:
Australian Centre for Agricultural Health and Safety
University of Sydney
PO Box 256
Moree NSW 2400
Phone: 02 6752 8210
Fax: 02 6752 6639
Email: aghealth@health.usyd.edu.au